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Temporal structure and Thematic Progression: a case study on French corpora Lydia-Mai Ho-Dac & Marion Laigneleti iEquipe de Recherche en Syntaxe et Sémantique (UMR 5610 CNRS et Université Toulouse-Le Mirail)



Abstract: In this study, we focus on the role of specific discourse markers in temporal and referential structuring, especially by headings, Discourse Framing and Thematic Progression. We claim that a more adequate description of these structuring mechanisms may be achieved through envisaging them together, in their interactions, rather than separatly, one by one. This claim has been tested on two French corpora by using an annotation method involving several cues specific to the relationships between the three mechanisms. 1. Introduction The aim of this study is to examine how information is structured in texts strongly marked by time, i.e. in which reference to a phenomenon usually requires reference to its temporal location. In our approach, we consider a text as a complex and structured object, where different mechanisms can be used to order information. We focus our analysis on three structuring mechanisms acting at different levels (i.e. from the sentence level to the whole text): the use of headings, Discourse Framing as defined by Charolles (1997) and Thematic Progression according to Daneš (1974). By assuming that these three mechanisms interact in discourse, we want to show that some cues specific to one of them can be used to describe another. In this way, we carry out a corpus-based analysis on two French corpora by taking into account several factors such as the aim or type of discourse, some properties of heading and framing and the type of Thematic Progression. 2. Structuring mechanisms A structuring mechanism consists in ordering information contained in a text so as to support a desired interpretation of it. This organization is based on two main types of strategies: strategies of segmentation and strategies of sequentiality. The first type rests on the establishment of relationships of discontinuity between units; the second rests on the establishment of relationships of continuity. These strategies could be marked by the speaker/writer on the surface of texts by what we call discourse markers. These markers are cues that can guide the reader through the comprehension process. Our study focuses on the presence of some discourse markers that can signal these strategies. The segmentation markers we are interested in have the capacity to index a portion of the text. That means they can establish a relationship between a semantic criterion and a portion of the text. The element expressing the criterion is then in an indexing relationship with the whole portion on which it extends its reference (we therefore use the term scope). Such elements constitute markers of segmentation since they give a (new) criterion of interpretation and, at the same time, they delimit the beginning of a segment. Headings illustrate the indexing relationship particularly well. Indeed, they provide a guide to the interpretation of all that follows in the section; either by specifying the purpose of this section in the unfolding of the text, i.e. functional or formal headings such as conclusion,



introduction, methodology, and so on; or by expressing circumstances, referents and/or processes at play in the contents of the section (see Ho-Dac et al, 2004). By fixing a reference point (here, a temporal circumstance), Frame Introducers (FI) also establish an indexing relationship (see Charolles, 2002). Thus, the example (1) presents two frames in which information is distributed according to the temporal circumstance expressed in the two FIs1. (1)



5.3 Elections municipales: la Gauche s'installe progressivement En 1965, [...], des coalitions locales souvent hétéroclites s'opposent avec succès dans les grandes villes au pouvoir gaulliste. Le parti gaulliste choisit une option moins frontale et « dépolitise » l'affrontement en créant des listes d'actions locales. En 1971, la bipolarisation s'affirme et les listes d'étiquette « divers » droite ou gauche, se voient souvent absorbées par les partis nationaux. Des listes d'Union Démocrate impulsées et souvent dirigées par le PC préfigurent les listes d'Union de la Gauche des élections de 1977. 5.3 Municipal elections: the Left settle in gradually In 1965, [...], local coalitions which often are heterogeneous, are in conflict together[...]. The gaulliste party [...]. In 1971, the « bipolarisation » is asserted and [...].



Concerning the strategies of sequentiality, some markers have the capacity to establish a relationship of continuity between two units. This type of strategy is usually adopted to express speech entities, by establishing referential chains. The segments corresponding to referential chains differ from sections and frames in their construction and marking mechanisms. Whereas sections and frames are built forwards by an initial expression that opens a segment, chains are built backwards by successive connections. Thus, as long as there are expressions that co-refer to the same speech entity, the chain keeps on being built. Moreover, if some sequentiality markers occur in subject position, the relationship of continuity can be modelled according to Thematic Progression (TP). In this model, Daneš (1974) describes how theme, which roughly corresponds to the grammatical subject of the clause, is linked to the previous clause. He postulates three main types of TP. First, linear TP occurs when theme co-refers with an element of the rheme (that is approximately equivalent to the predicate of the preceding clause). Second, constant TP is realized when theme co-refer with the preceding theme. Third, it is derived TP when the theme is derived from an 'hyper theme'. We then assume that one could have interactions between such TP types and framing structuration. Another property of sequentiality markers consists in their capacity to appear with a discourse (dis)continuity, because they give instructions about the accessibility of the designated referent. Then, we turn our interest to three sequentiality strategies: pronominalization, redenomination and reclassification. Pronominalization occurs when an anaphoric pronoun is used to establish a co-referential relation (in this study, we focus on the third personal pronoun). This strategy is usually associated with a strongly accessible referent, and so, with the marking of topical continuities. Redenomination consists in the reuse of the same expression in the discourse, i.e. in the repetition of a referent in a nominal form, identical to the one that was initially employed (see Schnedecker, 1997). We relate this phenomenon with direct co-reference: “when the phrase head noun is the same in the antecedent and in the anaphor” (Manuélian, 2003). This strategy 1 In our examples, we bold and underline headings, just underline FIs and just bold themes. And examples are translated words for words.



is useful to maintain some endangered continuity, which is maybe linked to a lost of accessibility of the referent. It can also be useful to mark continuity when a change of settings occurs, i.e. a change concerning the circumstances within which the reference to the entity in process is salient (a point of view, a spatial or temporal location, etc.). Example (2) shows three redenominations realized by the expression “l'Ouest” (the West). These redenominations, combining with pronominalizations, create a constant TP around the theme of the west. We can see here a high correlation between FI and redenomination since each FI is following by a redenomination. One can assume that in this case the opening of a new frame involve the redenomination of the co-referent. In other words, the opening of a new frame seems disturbing the TP. (2)



L'Ouest était en 1974 une terre de très forte majorité pour la Droite. Giscard y recueillait [...]. Après avoir connu une phase de rattrapage accéléré du profil national, nourri par une progression de la ou des Gauches, l'Ouest dans les premières phases de recul de la Gauche (1986-1992) avait moins reculé que d'autres régions. Il avait par contre en 1993 [...]. En 1995, l'Ouest ne reste pas ou ne revient pas [...]. Il demeure [...] mais à un niveau très inférieur à ce qu'il était vingt années auparavant. En même temps, l'Ouest [...], compte parmi les meilleurs [...]. The West was, in 1974, a place where the Right party is in the majority. Giscard had there [...]. After having lived an accelerated [...], the West in the first periods of the Left falling off [...]. It had nevertheless in 1993, [...]. In 1995, the West doesn't keep on or doesn't come back [... ]. It is still [...] but in a lower level what it used to be twenty years ago. In the same time, the West [...], is one of the best [...].



Reclassification corresponds to indirect co-reference that happens “when the head noun of the anaphoric phrase is different from the head noun of the antecedent” (Manuélian, 2003). This strategy should occur with a change of setting as defined for redenomination. Example (3) shows this type of strategy of sequentiality. (3)



Depuis la fin de la guerre froide, le débat entre spécialistes des relations transatlantiques s'est trop souvent contenté d'osciller entre les bons sentiments et la simplification. Il ne s’est pas suffisamment porté sur l’ampleur des changements […]. Plus récemment, la discussion s'était portée sur un éloignement supposé des valeurs sociales entre les deux rives de l'Atlantique, [...]. Ce débat se poursuit, mais il est maintenant limité à la sphère de l'analyse sociale. En termes de politique étrangère, cette discussion sur la dérive des continents a pris la forme d'une opposition entre l'unilatéralisme de la politique américaine et le multilatéralisme de leurs partenaires européens Since the end of the cold war, the debate between specialists of transatlantic relationships was too longer contented with fluctuating between finer feelings and simplification. It has turned not enough his attention to the scale of changes [...]. More recently, the discussion has focused its attention on a supposed removal of social values between the two Atlantic banks, [...]. This debate is going on, but it is now limited to the realm of social analysis. In terms of foreign policy, this discussion about continental drift has taken the form of an opposition between the unilaterlaism of the american policy and the multilateralism of their european partners.



Here, we can see a constant TP around the notion of debate. This theme is first



pronominalized. Secondly, it is reclassified by “la discussion” (the discussion). This reclassification corresponds to the opening of a new temporal framing. After that, the theme is reclassified one more time by the demonstrative noun phrase “ce debat” (This debate) which may involved the closure of the temporal frame in process (one can have different interpretations). Finaly, the reclassification realized by “cette discussion sur la dérive des continents” (this discussion about continental drift) occurs when a new frame has been opened around the notion of politics. As we see in these two examples, the beginning or closure of a frame can coincide with a shift or break in referential chaining, when there is a reclassification, a redenomination or the expression of an unsalient referent (brand-new or from background). Also, the beginning or closure of a temporal frame cannot affect the normal unfolding of the referential chains and then, pronominalization could be used to indicate the continuation of the chain. We must nevertheless notice that the use of reclassification or redenomination can just be related with some stylistic considerations. In this paper, we want to analysed the impact of temporal framing on referential chaining, and we hypothesize that this impact can be determined by factors such as type of text, type of heading, framing structuration and type of TP if there is one. 3. Corpus, tool and data This study is based on two French corpora: - [Atlas] (about 79 000 words): a single document written by the geographer P. Buléon2 that describes political evolution during the last 40 years in the West of France. - [Geopo] (about 247 200 words): a corpus of 32 texts downloaded from the IFRI (Institut Français des Relations Internationales) website3 about some recent geopolitical events (the war in Iraq, energy and environmental policies, the European Community, the relationship between the West and China, and so on). These corpora seem to be quite similar as to their field of study: actually, they both belong to the domain of political geography in which the two main issues are time and phenomenon. In fact, a phenomenon (“the Left rise” or “the referendum” for example) is often presented within a temporal environment (namely “in the 1980's”). Thus, we will focus on the relationships between a given phenomenon and a temporal frame. If we consider the communicative function, both are informative. However, they differ in their mode or in their rhetorical strategy: [Geopo] claims to be argumentative while [Atlas] is rather expository. Based on the results obtained through the application of a temporal analyser that spots temporal adverbials4, a subsequent module selects those occupying the FI’s position, i.e. those located at the strict initial position5 separated or not from the remaining clause by a comma. Another analyser sorts out temporal expressions that occur especially in headings. Finally, we locate subjects that can take part in Thematic Progression. These elements can be classified in four different types in respect with the sequential strategy defined previously: pronominalization, reclassification, redenomination and an undefined type. Since a segment has to contains at least two FIs in a section, our study focuses on a set of 160 relevant discourse segments. 2 http://infodoc.unicaen.fr/politique/Presentation 3 http://www.ifri.org 4 The LinguaStream platform: http://www.linguastream.org 5 Nevertheless, a connector like “mais”, “cependant”, etc. can occur before the FI.



4. Data classification and description FIs being the starting point of this study in relationships with headings and subjects, it seemed to us natural that the annotation of segments should be done with respect to these former elements. The first step consists in the classification of the FI’s morphology. Three types of FI emerge: temporal subordinate clauses, nominal phrases and prepositional phrases. After that, we classify the type of temporal reference expressed by the FI. Figure 1 illustrates the five types of temporal reference that we have distinguished.



Figure 1: Five types of temporal reference



Period and interval refer to a duration and differ in their expression of this duration: while interval specifies its bounds6, period specifies this duration per se. The second step deals with the description of the relationships between headings and FI. We distinguish the following cases: there is no time in the title (0); time reference in the FI is strictly similar to the one of the title (=); time reference of the FI is included in the one of the title ( 
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